COCKTAILS
FORCHANGE
Lads without Labels and the UCSA
present, University of Canterbury's
premier night to support the mental
health and wellbeing of students.

rsvp at
events@ladswithoutlabels.org

Men's mental health and
wellbeing is a profound
issue our community faces,
and today, Lads Without
Labels sets the motion for
change. We must take
action as, after all,
we all have men we
care about.

About.

Kia ora,
We are Lads Without Labels, a not-for-profit charity
operating outside of the University of Canterbury.

Lads Without Labels
Registered not-for-profit charity
CC58483

Our charity's mission guides us to improve the state of
mental health and wellbeing care for all our students,
focusing on men's mental health as males are often illequipped to support their wellbeing.
We pursue initiatives that create relaxed and supportive
environments, which encourage uplifting conversations. Our
efforts hold our members at its centre as we cater to men's
hobbies and lifestyles. Our unique approach to care is driven
by our belief that changing the nature in which we address
the problem holds the solution.
In our endeavours, we recognise mental health is not a battle
beaten alone. Therefore, we aim to strengthen our mission
through collaboration with others. The club embraces all
those who share the passion for breaking the stigma as, after
all, we all have men we care about.
Samuel Watkins | President

A strong team
Passionate to make a change
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About Lads Without Labels

The Last Word
September 18, 2020
73 students attended
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History
LWL was proud to present our first Mental
Health Cocktail Night on the 18th of September,
2020. Members of our community joined us for
an evening of drinks, nibbles and encouraging
conversations in the aid of supporting mental
health, with all proceeds being donated to the
MHFNZ to support ongoing work.

Outlook
Building on the success of our 2020 evening,
cocktails for change will see students come
together again to support change. Funds from
the night will go directly to develop a peer
support wellbeing program at UC, led by
students, for students. Additionally, the night
will continue to normalise the conversation and
emphasis student's desire for improved
wellbeing care on campus.
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Cocktails for Change

Reflecting on the event, the night exceeded
expectations. Its relaxed and supportive
atmosphere was well received by attendees,
with the request to have an event of this style
repeated. The night allowed attendees to
reflect on the mental health of one's self, and
those around them in a safe environment.

2021
Entertainment.
Sir Steve Hansen
LWL's are proud to present Sir Steve Hansen as a
guest speaker for Cocktails for Change this year.
Steve is passionate about improving the state of
mental health across NZ and has powerfully
addressed the mental health concerns of his
players and staff during his time as All Blacks
Coach. This year, Steve looks to continue
normalising the conversation by shedding light
on the internal battles he and his teams have
endured in times of loss, and the pressure felt by
the nation watching.

Jazz Thornton
Having overcome childhood abuse and multiple
suicide attempts, 25-year-old Jazz Thornton has
now dedicated her life to speaking hope and
creating change in the area of mental. Jazz cofounded Voices of Hope and her unique
experience and practical message has gained
worldwide recognition, being shared through
media, international speaking engagements and
now through a new feature documentary film.
Jazz is also the award-winning director of
Jessica's Tree, author of Stop Surviving Start
Fighting and has a new book co-authored with
Genevieve being released in early 2021.

Castaway
Founded as freshers, Castaway brings you the
fresh sound of a 5-piece contemporary band,
with everyone in the band switching
instruments throughout the set to create a
unique and lively show. The band’s 5 boys all
have different tastes in music which creates a
diverse and funky sound that is guaranteed to
get you dancing.
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Cocktails for Change

How you can improve the
mental health of students.

Lads Without Labels, the University of Canterbury, and UCSA collectively
recognise the importance of supporting students throughout their studies,
not just in academic achievement but in their physical and mental wellbeing.
Together we desire to protect the wellbeing of NZ’s future generation by
constructing a setting where the conversation is encouraged, and where
mental health is destigmatised. There are several services available to
students, in which we will guide people to access the most appropriate
support available, both formally and informally to improve outcomes.
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Why us?

Impact students.
At Lads Without Labels, we recognise the need to break the
stigma surrounding mental health and wellbeing amongst
students. Being educated on mental health at a younger age
better equips students to feel more comfortable seeking help.
As a contributor, you will have the unique opportunity to
showcase your dedication to healthy wellbeing practices inside
your workplace. Through emphasising your efforts towards a
positive wellbeing culture, students will feel supported entering
the workforce.

Lead change.
It has become clear that students are one of the most
vulnerable demographics within our society. In the past decade,
college student mental health issues and violence have been
rising steadily, illustrating a tremendous need for action.
Change must happen now. Have face-to-face conversations with
students and support tangible wellbeing initiatives. Leading this
change will help students will lower their barriers when
communicating vulnerabilities, and see a wider cultural change
throughout the UC student body.

Tangilble outcomes.
Your support at Cocktails for Change will go towards
implementing a peer support wellbeing service along with the
University of Canterbury Students Association. The initiative is
poised to be effective at providing care and is supported by the
University of Canterbury's key stakeholders. For more
information on how you will be helping, visit the link below.
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Why us?

Package
Descriptions.

Silver.

$1,500.

Table for ten, with a 3-course meal, served to your table. All
dietary requirements are able to be catered for.
Table bar tabs
A night of world-class entertainment.
On-campus, on the night representation for your organisation.

Platinum.

$2,500.

Gold.

$4,000.

Table for ten, with a 3-course meal, served to your table. All
dietary requirements are able to be catered for.
Table bar tabs
A night of world-class entertainment.
On-campus on the night representation for your organisation.
Preferable setting location.
Opportunity to display organisation's banner or other relevant
promotional material.

Table for ten, with a 3-course meal, served to your table. All dietary
requirements are able to be catered for.
Table bar tabs.
A night of world-class entertainment.
On-campus on the night representation for your organisation.
Premium setting location.
Opportunity to display organisation's banner or other relevant
promotional material.
Organisation highlighted on stage backdrop throughout the event
1/4 page advertisement in the event program.
Opportunity to share your organisation's efforts in supporting
wellbeing in the workplace through our virtual platforms, reaching
the UC student body.
For inquiries regarding the seating location of a chosen a package,
please contact events@ladswithoutlabels.org
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Representation

Additional Sponsorship
Opportunities.
Title name auction
To raise additional funds and awareness for our peer support
wellbeing service, Lads Without Labels will host a charity auction on the
night of the Cocktails for Change. 100% of the auction proceeds go to
the charity's cause and has become a very important way for local
organisations to raise funds.
With this sponsorship, your organisation will be able to title the
auction, which will be one of the highlights of the event. One
representative of your organisation will be on stage handing over the
auctioned item to the winning bidder.

Auction Item(s)
Through the form of a live auction, the item and or experience you
donate will be given to the highest bidder, with all proceeds entering
the charities donation pool.
In these, your organisation will be personally thanked both on the
night, and in our marketing campaign prior to and following the event.

Donation
Lads Without Labels estimate it will need to fundraise a minimum of
$30,000 to roll out a University-wide programme across the 18,000
students on campus. This will allow us to set up the foundations of the
peer support wellbeing service aimed at the prevention of mental
health issues and cover operating costs for two years till 2024.
All contributions towards achieving this goal will be personally thanked
both on the night, and in our marketing campaign prior to and
following the event.
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Representation

Inquire.

We all
have men
we care about.

